
Guidance for Safe 
Systems of Work: 
Bracing Struts

GENERAL
Current health and safety legislation requires that 
construction equipment users formulate a site specific 
Safe System of Work (SSoW) to undertake the works they 
are proposing. This document is intended to provide 
sufficient product specific guidance on handling, installing, 
maintaining and removing MGF equipment to allow the 
SSoW to be compiled. It should always be read in 
conjunction with the product specific technical files and the 
site specific design information (including any residual 
risks to be managed on site) provided by MGF or others.

Users of this equipment should be both familiar with and 
competent in its use. MGF can provide toolbox talks and 
training material / advice on request.

MGF excavation systems can be supplied with a full range 
of site safety products and ancillaries. These products are 
designed to comply with current best practice and meet 
the requirements of the Lifting Operations & Lifting 
Equipment Regulations, Work at Height Regulations and 
the Confined Spaces Regulations.

NB. This guidance must be read in conjuntion with 
GSSW/03.2A and a site specific design and drawing.

For MGF contact details or further information visit 
www.mgf.ltd.uk

SAFETY TIPS

1.   Always inspect lifting points prior to every lifting 
operation and ensure all personnel are well clear of 
operation.

2.  Always work from a position of safety. Avoid working 
above on an unsupported edge, an unprotected edge or 
under a suspended load.

3.  Heavy equipment to be installed by competent 
groundwork contractors only.

4.  Use hardwood wedges to ensure sheet pans bear onto 
the brace evenly at strut locations.

5.  Ensure isolation valve is always closed once legs are 
pre-loaded.

6.   Always release hydraulics and mechanical joints 
before removing struts.

7.  SSoW must ensure that during assembly, adjustment 
or removal of Brace Struts at least 2 No. evenly distributed 
points of effective support are provided to each strut. 
These points of support can be provided by restraining 
chains, lifting chains or alternatively by packing the struts 
off formation.

8. Installation is normally carried out by assembling the 
complete strut and then lowering into place (subject to 
crane / excavator capacity). Struts are normally long and 
unbalanced (due to the weight of ram/jack unit) and great 
care must be taken in preparing the lift / maintaining lift 
angle (tag lines strongly recommended). On the ram 
assembly max pre-load pressure of 100Bar (1500psi) must 
not be exceeded unless design states otherwise.

9. Additional restraining chains or support brackets are 
normally provided to the brace at intermediate strut 
locations to carry the additional strut weight.

10. Ensure struts are fully pre-loaded or tightened, end 
fixings packed, all hydraulic ram isolation valves are 
closed prior to releasing strut from lifting chains and 
commencing works. When assembling on site ensure that 
all pins and retaining clips are in place and secured and all 
flange plate bolts are installed and fully tightened / torqued 
with a minimum two threads visible beyond the nut. Any 
gaps in bearing plates must be securely packed by using 
hardwood wedges or grout prior to final pre-loading of the 
hydraulic rams.

11. Individual components should be visually inspected for 
damage, excessive deflection, loss of ram pressure or 
loose locking collars prior to entering the excavation.

12. When installing struts at angles great care must be 
taken to ensure that the angles match the design, all shear 
stops are in place and all elements are supported/packed 
and capable of transmitting loads effectively.

13. Extreme care must be taken when handling the 
mechanical jack as the screw thread is free to move within 
the outer and can accidently retract or extend. It is 
therefore recommended that during handling operations 
the jack is fully extended and the locking collar closed 
against the outer to prevent any sudden movements.
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Welded Shear Stop for Knee Brace Clamp
(welds normally factory applied)

Raking Prop Top 
Birdsmouth Swivel

End Cleat Seating for Cross Struts
(chains omitted for clarity)

Raking Prop Base Swivel Anchored to 
Concrete Foundation

(refer to site specific design for anchor 
details)
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Welded in-situ Vertical Shear 
Restraint for Raking Prop

(refer to site specific design for 
welding details) 

Bracing Strut Supporting Bracket 
Anchored to Concrete Piles

(refer to site specific design for 
anchor bolts)

Cross Strut Cruciform 
Connection

Cross Strut Mechanical Jack End 
Cleat Seating

(Lashing Chains omitted for clarity)
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Prior to installation ensure that the brace has sufficient hanging 
chains/brackets to take the weight of the strut, any shear stops required by the 
design are present and that the strut locations are clearly marked and free from 
obstructions/debris etc. Installation is normally carried out with formation level 
just below bracing level. The assembled knee brace should be carefully 
lowered into position using a 2 leg chain making sure the top swivel clamp (not 
fully tightened) hooks over the flange of the brace and the lugs are correctly 
orientated (splay out from the corner). The lifting chains should be adjusted to 
take account of the heavier strut end.
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The knee brace is now ready to be pumped out so it transfers load into the 
shear stop detail. The bottom clamp can now be fitted and both clamps fully 
tightened.
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Once the strut is pressurised, and both swivel clamps secured the lifting 
chains can be removed and the process can now be repeated for the
remaining knee braces.
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KNEE BRACE INSTALLATION
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Maintenance
 Prior to permitting entry always ensure:-

 Permit to enter procedure is in place

 Struts are installed plumb, square and level to each other and any   
 raking struts at the correct angles shown in the design drawings. No   
 evidence of excessive hogging or sagging

 All components are fitted and show no signs of damage, distress or   
 fluid/pressure loss

 Safe means of access/egress is provided from within the excavation

Removal
 Removal is a reverse of installation ensuring prior to this that either   
 material is backfilled and compacted to the underside of the support   
 level or that the permanent works are in place.
 Prior to removal of systems the complete weight of the strut must be   
 independently supported. Once this is accomplished the hydraulic   
 rams (or struts) must be released and retracted to avoid the need for   
 excessive extraction forces.

Typical Details
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Assemble bracing strut by lowering 
components onto timber skids, as shown, 
ensuring that joints are properly bolted 
together. M20 bolts should be tightened with 
min. 300Nm torque (M24 bolts min. 400Nm). 
The double acting ram assemblies should be 
pumped in sufficiently to allow for ease of 
installation. 
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B End fixing details should be bolted to the strut 
prior to installation. For cross struts, end 
cleats should be attached to either end of the

ASSEMBLY
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When using swivels the complete pinned swivel should be bolted to the ends 
that require them in the correct orientation N.B. swivel lugs can be 
assymetrical.

C
strut (as shown above) using countersunk bolts.

If brace clamps are required then the top clamp should be loosely bolted to the 
upper side of the swivel, ready for landing on top of the brace. 
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CROSS STRUT INSTALLATION

Prior to installation ensure that the brace 
has sufficient hanging chains/brackets to 
take the weight of the strut and that the 
strut locations are clearly marked and free 
from obstructions/debris etc. Installation is 
normally carried out with formation level 
just below bracing strut level. Attach the 
lifting chains to the assembled strut, 
adjusting the chains to take account of the 
heavier end.
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The lifting chains should stay attached to 
the cross strut until it is fully installed. Use 
the supplied pump unit to extend the 
hydraulic strut and pressurise it against the 
brace ensuring the sheets are fully packed 
out to transmit strut load directly to the 
ground.
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The strut can now be secured to the brace 
using lashing chains, wrapped around the 
strut and brace, before removing the lifting 
chains.
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The cross strut can then be carefully 
lowered using a 2-leg chain to the correct 
position, ensure the end cleats sit on the 
brace (min. 75mm bearing recommended).
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Prior to 
installation 
ensure that the 
vertical shear 
stops and 
anchoring bolts 
required by the 
design are 
present, and that 
strut locations 
are clearly 
marked and free 
from 
obstructions/ 
debris. 
Installation is 
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The hydraulic strut can now be pumped out, to load both the shear stops and 
thrust block, before removing the lifting chains.
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RAKING PROP INSTALLATION
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normally carried out within a  berm onto a previously installed thrust block. 
Assembled raking props are lowered roughly at the correct angle by adjusting the chain 
lengths taking into account the heavier end. The top swivel is hooked over the brace flange 
with the base swung down to rest on the thrust block.
Once the swivel base is footed at the correct location (strut may require extending 
out) it should be anchored to the thrust block. 
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